although colloids are more potent "volume expanders," they did not improve survival significantly. Current guidelines recommend resuscitation with IV crystalloids-30 ml/kg to be administered within the first 6 h during severe sepsis (level of evidence 1B). 5 HES is not recommended, and albumin is suggested as an alternative when substantial crystalloid volumes are used. 5 In addition to differing from colloids, crystalloids differ among themselves in chloride content and strong ion difference. Yet no large RCT has studied the impact of administration of different IV fluid mixtures during severe sepsis. Providers often administer such mixtures during resuscitation, and effects of commonly used fluid mixtures need to be studied.
In practice, isotonic saline is the most commonly used resuscitation fluid. 16 Alternatives, such as lactated Ringer's (LR) solution, are widely available but not commonly used during sepsis. Colloids are used frequently. 16, 17 A large observational study has suggested a survival benefit with the use of balanced crystalloids in severe sepsis. 16 Similar benefits have also been noted during perioperative resuscitation. 18, 19 We conducted this study to test the hypothesis that the specific mixture of IV fluids, colloids and different types of crystalloids, used during initial resuscitation, in severe sepsis, is associated with major in-hospital outcomes. We compared in-hospital mortality after the administration of isotonic saline (used exclusively during resuscitation) versus coadministration of balanced crystalloids (such as LR) or colloids. This study design evaluates whether differences in outcome after resuscitation with different types of crystalloids is of greater clinical consequence than the "crystalloid versus colloid" dialectic.
Materials and Methods

Study Population
This study was conducted using detailed administrative and financial data collected from hospital members of the Premier healthcare alliance (Premier Inc., USA). Many details of this data set have been described previously. 16 For this study, we included adult patients (≥18 yr) with a principal or a secondary diagnosis of sepsis (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification codes 038, 020, 790. 7, 117.9, 112.5, 112 .81, or 995.92, as described by Martin et al.) , 20 a known in-hospital mortality outcome and hospital length of stay (LOS) >2 days between January 2006 and December 2010. Study entry was restricted to patients admitted urgently or emergently (i.e., nonelective admissions) to adult intensive care units, receiving vasopressors by hospital day 2. To increase specificity for a diagnosis of sepsis, entry in to the study cohort was further restricted to patients who had blood cultures drawn by hospital day 2, had at least 3 consecutive days of IV antibiotic therapy (initiated within the first 2 hospital days), and received at least 2 l of crystalloids by day 2 (i.e., patients were at least minimally resuscitated). To increase homogeneity of the study population and decrease the likelihood of confounding by differences in medical versus surgical populations, patients who underwent major surgical procedures were excluded thereby restricting the study to patients cared for mainly in a medical setting. However, we did include patients who underwent certain operative procedures (such as tracheostomy, APR-DRG 5; dialysis catheter insertion, APR-DRG 444; and/or operative treatment for infectious and/or parasitic diseases including human immunodeficiency virus, APR-DRG 710). We excluded patients transferred between facilities, because ascertainment of exposure or outcome may be uncertain. This study was exempt from full institutional review board review because deidentified administrative data were used. The Baystate Medical Center Institutional Review Board approved this study.
Exposure
Four mutually exclusive exposure categories were defined depending on the type(s) of IV fluids administered on hospital days 1 and 2: (1) patients who received isotonic saline exclusively (the "Sal" group), (2) patients who also received balanced crystalloids such as LR (the "Sal + Bal" group), (3) patients who also received colloids, either HES or albumin (the "Sal + Col" group), and (4) patients who received all three fluid types (the "Sal + Bal + Col" group). As the initial resuscitation of adults during severe sepsis is usually conducted with containers greater than or equal to 500 ml in volume, and as fluids administered in smaller containers (≤250 ml in volume) are typically used to deliver medications such as vasopressors and antibiotics, we computed resuscitation fluid totals based on only fluids administered in a larger containers (≥500 ml in volume).
In secondary analyses, we defined exposure at the hospital level rather than the patient level by grouping hospitals into quartiles based on the proportion of patients receiving specific types of fluid mixtures (isotonic saline alone or with either balanced crystalloids or colloids) at each hospital. These hospital-level analyses might overcome confounding persisting at the patient level. At the patient level, if those receiving a certain type of resuscitation fluid mixture were sicker, they might appear to have worse outcomes even after risk adjustment. Such patient-level confounding (by severity of illness) may be reduced in hospital-level analyses. Hospitals, comparable in patient mix, may differ in the choice of fluids made available to clinicians and reflected in the proportion of patients receiving various types of fluid mixtures. Hospital-level analyses compared risk-adjusted outcomes at the hospital level by quartile of balanced crystalloid or colloid use. We distinguished between types of colloidsalbumin versus HES-in additional analyses to ensure that differences in colloid type did not confound results.
Outcome
The primary outcome was in-hospital mortality during the index hospitalization. Secondary outcomes were hospital LOS and costs per day among survivors. To allow for a biologically plausible exposure-outcome relationship and to decrease confounding by progressive severity of illness, we restricted exposure to IV fluids received during hospital days 1 and 2. Effects on early mortality (i.e., patients who died early after admission) were included in sensitivity analyses.
Confounding Variables
Risk adjustment is necessary because we observed significant differences across exposure categories in baseline characteristics (patient and hospital demographics), patient-level comorbidities, a variety of cotreatments, and in the total fluid volume administered by hospital day 2. Differences in the volume of fluid administered within each exposure category may confound fluid type differences; hence, we controlled for the fluid volume received during the first two hospital days. We accounted for 27 well-described categories of comorbidities (as detailed by Elixhauser and classified using software provided by the Healthcare Costs and Utilization Project of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality-see table 1 for a sample of the comorbidities accounted for). To further adjust for potential differences in the baseline severity of illness, we accounted for differences in the use of organ supportive therapies (such as mechanical ventilation, dialysis, and various medications including diuretics, vasopressors [both type and number], inotropes, and steroids) by hospital day 2. Differences in other treatments-such as transfusions of blood products, diagnostic/ monitoring procedures (e.g., placement of arterial and central venous catheters, echocardiography), attending physician specialties, and the total volume of crystalloid and colloid solutions received by day 2-were also accounted for. We used random effects to minimize bias that may be introduced by hospital-specific practices. Finally, we also examined whether fluid choice changed during the study period. 17 
Statistical Analysis
In univariate analyses, we represented data as frequencies and proportions for categorical variables and medians and interquartile range for continuous variables (using chisquare or t tests, respectively). Given the significant potential for observed and unobserved confounding inherent in our nonrandomized study design, we used different multivariate methods for risk adjustment. We used inverse probability weighting (IPW), propensity score matching (PSM), and hierarchical logistic regression methods. Although these methods estimate different effects (average treatment effect vs. the average effect of treatment among those treated), consistency in the direction and magnitude of different effect estimates would increase confidence in the validity of results in different patient populations. In IPW analyses, a "pseudo-population" is assembled from the original study cohort but weighting outcomes inversely to the probability of treatment, thereby controlling for confounding by treatment indication. In contrast to augmented IPW analyses (where the entire population is represented and the average treatment effect is estimated), when comparing outcomes in the PSM-matched cohort, we were estimating the average effect of treatment among those treated, whom we could match with those untreated on all measured covariates. This does not estimate the same (average treatment) effect as in IPW analyses because only those patients who can be matched are included in analyses. PSM methods estimate the average effect of treatment in the treated and matched patients.
To calculate propensity scores, we used a hierarchical mixed-effects logistic regression models with patient and hospital-level covariates predicting the receipt of balanced crystalloids (vs. not) and colloids (vs. not). This hierarchical approach adjusted for clustering of effects at the hospital level. We then matched patients based on the propensity scores using a 5:1 greedy match algorithm. Patients most similar to each other in propensities were paired, thereby assembling a group of patients similar in all measurable aspects and differing only in the actual treatment received (balanced crystalloids or colloids). Multiple pairwise comparisons were performed contrasting the four exposure groups that differed in the receipt of balanced crystalloids versus not (with and without colloids) and colloids versus not (with and without balanced crystalloids). In addition to IPW and PSM analyses, we also estimated treatment effects in a hierarchical multivariate logistic regression model with in-hospital mortality as the dependent variable (outcome) and with all observed confounders and the four exposure (treatment) groups as independent categorical variables. Finally, we examined the outcome differences based on the hospital-level exposure with hospitals grouped into quartiles depending on the proportion of patients receiving balanced fluids and/or colloids at the hospital level. By comparing hospitals with higher versus lower proportions of patients receiving colloids and/or balanced crystalloids, we controlled for patient-level confounding (but may have introduced hospital-level confounding).
Sensitivity Analyses
By using the methods described by Lin et al., 21 we identified the magnitude and direction that a hypothetical unmeasured confounder would need to have to change our observed associations. We also repeated analyses including patients with a LOS less than 2 days. Early mortality (e.g., on day 1) may serve as a "control outcome." For instance, it is possible that sicker patients may receive colloids during initial resuscitation (when more "potent" volume expansion was desired), and this underlying severity of illness rather than fluid choice alone may explain the increased risk of death. If this were occurring, we would observe a stronger association between colloid use and mortality on day 1 (i.e., we would observe differences in the association between initial fluid choice and early vs. late mortality outcomes).
Results
All analyses were performed using Stata/MP 13.1 (StataCorp LP, USA). Figure 1 shows the final study cohort including 60,734 adult patients admitted with a diagnosis of sepsis to 1 of 360 intensive care units (by hospital day 2) around the United States. A majority of these patients received only isotonic saline exclusively during hospital days 1 and 2 (Sal group: 73%, n = 44,347). Many patients also received colloids (Sal + Col group: 18%, n = 11,038), a minority received balanced crystalloids (Sal + Bal group: 6%, n = 3,651), and only 3% received all three fluid types (Sal + Bal + Col group, n = 1,698). Albumin was the predominant colloid used during resuscitation for severe sepsis in the United States, and LR (rather than Plasma-Lyte [Baxter Healthcare, USA], Normosol [Hospira, USA]) was the predominant balanced crystalloid. Selected univariate differences are shown in table 1 to highlight baseline differences across the four exposure categories and demonstrate that multivariate adjustment was necessary to control for confounding.
When compared with the Sal group, patients in the Bal + Sal group were younger and less likely to have heart or chronic renal failure, hypertension or diabetes with complications, and anemia but were more likely to receive mechanical ventilation, invasive monitoring, steroids, multiple vasopressors, and larger crystalloid volumes. Hence, there was no consistent difference in the severity of illness between Sal versus Sal + Bal groups. Conversely, patients in the Sal + Col group were more likely to have heart or renal or liver failure, hypertension or diabetes with complications, and anemia and also more likely to receive mechanical ventilation, dialysis, invasive monitoring, steroids, and multiple vasopressors. Hence, severity of illness was consistently higher among colloid recipients. The total volume of crystalloids received during the first 2 days varied across the groups. Those receiving balanced crystalloids typically received more crystalloids overall. This difference in fluid volume (across the fluid types being compared) was accounted for in all our models (IPW, PSM, and multivariate hierarchical regression). We confirmed that our decision to exclude fluid administered in small containers (≤250 ml volume) did not introduce significant differences in volume by noting that on average, the total crystalloid volume received in small containers was approximately less than 1 l by day 2 (vs. >5 l delivered in containers ≥500 ml in size). Raghunathan et al.
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Multivariable IPW, Hierarchical Regression, and PSM Analyses
In IPW analyses (table 2) (table 2) . This model, including patient and hospital demographics, comorbidities, cotreatments, fluid volume, and fluid type as independent variable with in-hospital mortality as the dependent variable, had a c-statistic (area under receiver operating characteristic curve) of 0.763 (95% CI, 0.758 to 0.767), which is consistent with sufficiently accurate risk adjustment so as to provide reasonable protection against confounding. 22 In pairwise PSM comparisons, the receipt of balanced crystalloids by hospital day 2 was consistently associated with lower mortality whether colloids were used (relative risk, 0.84; 95% CI, 0.76 to 0.92) or not (relative risk, 0.78; 95% CI, 0.70 to 0.89; fig. 2 ). In contrast, the receipt of colloids was associated with either no effect on mortality (when balanced crystalloids were coadministered, relative risk of mortality included the null) or increased mortality (when balanced crystalloids were not administered). Observed "colloid effects" remained unchanged with analyses restricted to albumin (i.e., excluding HES). Secondary outcomes, hospital LOS and costs per day among survivors, were comparable among balanced crystalloids recipients versus nonrecipients. However, both hospital LOS and costs per day were higher among colloid recipients than nonrecipients. Fluid choice was defined based on the day-level charges on the first two hospital days. In-hospital mortality after hospital day 2 was the primary outcome. * Values are significantly different than the saline referent category at P < 0.001. P values have isotonic saline exclusively as the referent category. Bal = balanced crystalloids; Col = colloids; IPW = inverse probability weighting; PSM = propensity score matching; Sal = saline. Raghunathan et al.
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Sensitivity Analyses
In sensitivity analyses using methods described by Lin et al., 21 we observed that a strong, unevenly distributed confounder would negate the observed association between colloid use and increased mortality but not between balanced crystalloid use and decreased mortality. In additional sensitivity analyses including early outcomes, we observed inconsistent results for "colloid versus not" analyses but not for the "balanced crystalloid versus not" analyses. In other words, balanced crystalloids were associated with lower early and late mortality, whereas colloids were associated with lower early mortality and higher late mortality. In hospital-level analyses, on average, most hospitals treated less than 10% of patients with balanced crystalloids. Conversely, the mean colloid treatment rate was 21.0%, ranging from 0 to 7.6% (at hospitals in the lowest quartile) through more than 29.9% (quartile 4). After risk adjustment, in-hospital mortality was highest at hospitals where the proportion of patients receiving balanced crystalloids was the lowest (quartile 1), and as this proportion increased (quartile 2 to 4), the risk of mortality decreased.
There was no such trend at the hospital level with increasing proportions of patients receiving colloids ( fig. 3 ).
Discussion
We observed an association among fluid choices during the initial resuscitation of adults with severe sepsis or septic shock and subsequent in-hospital mortality. When compared with patients who received isotonic saline exclusively, patients who had also received balanced crystalloids were more likely to survive to discharge (even when they received colloids) with no difference in the hospital LOS or costs per day. Initial therapy with colloids was associated with either increased mortality (when balanced crystalloids were not coadministered) or no difference in survival (when balanced crystalloids were coadministered). Hospital LOS and costs per day were higher when colloids were used. Thus, the association between crystalloid type and survival was more consistent and significant than the "crystalloid versus colloid" distinction.
Our results are concordant with RCTs assessing fluid choice during resuscitation in sepsis. [6] [7] [8] Similar to these RCTs, we found either no difference in survival or increased risk of mortality with colloid therapy. Sensitivity analyses suggest that the overall effect of colloids tend toward no benefit or harm. In contrast, different types of crystalloids have not been simultaneously compared with each other and with different types of colloids in severe sepsis. Effects of different fluid mixtures have not been studied either. 16, 18, 19 Adverse outcomes have been reported with the use of isotonic saline in preclinical studies, 23, 24 among healthy human volunteers, 25, 26 in large observational studies, 18, 27, 28 and in small RCTs. 19, [29] [30] [31] [32] Studies comparing chloride-liberal IV fluids versus restricted crystalloid solutions (among critically ill patients) suggest potential for adverse outcomes associated with supraphysiologic chloride levels. 24, 32, 33 Here relative risk less than 1 implies improved survival to discharge, whereas more than 1 implies increased risk of death. With or without colloids, the receipt of balanced crystalloids is consistently associated with better survival (95% CI, <1 in multiple risk-adjusted analyses). The impact of colloids on mortality is not consistent (95% CI includes 1 for certain estimates). Bal = balanced crystalloids; Col = colloids; Sal = saline. Raghunathan et al.
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Implications
Improved survival with balanced crystalloids is noteworthy because LR is widely available and inexpensive, but rarely used by most clinicians currently caring for patients with severe sepsis in the United States. Saline remains the preferred choice despite the lack of RCTs showing benefits with this specific fluid. Although the mortality benefit with balanced crystalloids may be modest, public health implications may be significant because IV fluid therapy is nearly universal during sepsis. A transition from isotonic saline to LR (or other balanced crystalloids) as the default fluid choice during resuscitation in severe sepsis may translate into a measurable improvement in survival at the population level. Our findings regarding colloid therapy (concordant with RCTs) suggest that continued use may not be cost-effective. We draw attention to the direction of "fluid debates." The future discussion regarding fluid choice may not be "crystalloids versus colloids." RCTs may need to evaluate differences across crystalloids based on chloride content and/or strong ion difference.
Strengths and Limitations
We evaluated a large homogeneous cohort of patients with "medical sepsis," multiple institutions, 5 yr of data, used detailed day-level billing information for risk adjustment, and exposure allocation, and studied a reliable and clinically important outcome. We observed consistent effects independent of the analytic methods used making our findings-regarding the potential benefits of the balanced crystalloids-noteworthy. We conducted several sensitivity analyses in which findings regarding benefits from balanced crystalloid therapy were confirmed but harm from colloid therapy was not. Augmented IPW analyses estimate average treatment effects (what might happen if one treatment was replaced by another in the entire population). PSMbased comparisons include only those patients who could be matched, and thus, observed associations may apply only to the types of patients who could be matched, estimating average treatment effects among the treated.
RCTs typically allocate patients to the use of one type of fluid versus another exclusively, 6-8 but this is uncommon in clinical practice (over a quarter of patients in our study received a mixture of fluids). Our exposure definition does not allocate patients to diametrically different fluid types; rather we study the effects of fluid mixtures. Patients receiving other fluids than just isotonic saline (27% of the cohort) may remain systematically different from saline recipients (73% of the cohort) such that residual confounding cannot be ruled out despite rigorous risk adjustment. Clinicians were likely to choose colloids for more severely ill patients. Risk-adjusted estimates of harm with colloid therapy were lower than unadjusted estimates (table 2) . Therefore, our risk-adjustment methods did offer some protection against confounding, 23 but residual confounding seems likely in patient-level analyses involving colloids because sensitivity analyses suggested neither consistent harm from colloids (in hospital-level comparisons) nor consistent benefit from colloids (with only early mortality as the outcome). In contrast, a smaller proportion of the study population received balanced crystalloids, but these patients were not consistently less or more severely ill. Thus, the conclusion that balanced crystalloids were associated with better outcomes is subject to less residual confounding than the colloid Fig. 3 . Mortality versus fluid choice: by quartile of choice at the hospital level. At the hospital level, as the proportion of patients receiving balanced fluids or colloids increased (from quartiles 1 through 4), mortality decreased. The trend was significant for balanced crystalloids but not for colloids (after adjusting for all hospital-level differences in patient mix and hospital characteristics such as teaching status, bed size, and geographic location).
results. Furthermore, charges for crystalloids as group (LR vs. saline) are similar and are significantly lower than for colloids, reducing the likelihood that bias from differential coding of charges influence the crystalloid type associations we observed. The biologic mechanisms for a survival advantage with balanced crystalloids remain unclear from these data, because we do not have laboratory or physiologic data to support a specific mechanism for benefits. Internists, hospitalists, and intensivists-rather than anesthesiologistscared for most patients in our study. However, this may be a reflection of practice patterns in the United States. Anesthetists remain responsible for the provision of intensive care (including patients with severe sepsis) in much of the world. It is unclear whether patients with severe sepsis managed by intensivists with core training in internal medicine rather than anesthesiology would have different outcomes. 34 
Conclusions
We observed a consistent association between the type of crystalloid used during the initial resuscitation of adults with severe sepsis or septic shock and subsequent in-hospital mortality. The use of colloids was associated with higher LOS and costs per day with no consistent effect on survival. A large RCT evaluating crystalloid choice is warranted. 35 Meanwhile, the use of inexpensive and effective balanced crystalloids may be reasonable during initial resuscitation in severe sepsis.
